Nanometal surface energy transfer optical ruler for measuring a human telomere structure.
Nanometal surface energy transfer (NSET) techniques on gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have become an essential tool in molecular biophysics to identify structural details at long-range donor-acceptor distances. The NSET mechanism is well described, but it has been suggested that the use of large AuNPs in NSET may manipulate natural biomolecular function. If, in fact, such nonspecific interactions with the AuNP surface can be quantified or contained, then NSET may offer more potential in tracking biomolecular folding than the most comprehensive methods in conformer determination (X-ray crystallography, NMR, EPR). Here, we describe an NSET ruler capable of tracking Hybrid-2 telomere quadruplex folding and we demonstrate that nucleic acid appendage to AuNPs up to 10 nm in diameter does not manipulate biomolecular function. The quadruplex folding of Hybrid-2 sequences was tracked by monitoring the emission of a DY680 dye on selected basepairs in the telomere sequence when appended to the surface of AuNPs (5-10 nm). Emission-derived distances extracted from NSET theory correlate well to reported NMR structures of the hybrid quadruplex. Moreover, NSET theory calculates identical donor-acceptor distal points between DY680 and all sizes of AuNPs, indicating that the AuNP tether is not dominant or disruptive towards nucleic acid folding.